Management Board composition

The headquarters of the Management Agency of the National Marine Park of Zakynthos, are located in the municipality of Zakynthos, and are currently housed in the "Little headquarter" at El. Venizelo no1 street, 29100 Zakynthos. Following a Minister Decision (Official Gazette 179/2013), as amended, the Management Board’ composition is as follow:

**PRESIDENT**
Drosos KOUTSOUBAS, Professor of Marine Biology, Department of Marine Sciences, Aegean University

**MEMBERS**

1. **Ververis Charalambos**, as representative of the Ministry Environment, Energy and Climate change
2. **Lagadas Michail**, Head of the Ydrologic services Ionian Islands region, as a representative of the Administrative Region DEPIN - Vice President
3. **Kokkalas Nikolaos**, Master of Zakynthos Port Police Authority, as representative of the Ministry of Merchant Marine
4. **Vatos Anastasios**, Representative of the Ministry of Agriculture
5. **Niotopoulos Eleftherios**, as representative of the Ionian Islands region (Zakynthos department)
6. **Koklas Konstantinos**, Member of the Municipality council of Zakynthos, as representative of the Municipality of Zakynthos (zakynthos unit)
7. **Botonis Anastasios**, Member of the Municipality council of Zakynthos, as representative of the Municipality of Zakynthos (Laganas unit)
8. **Vitsou-Kotsoni Evridiki**, as representative of Hotel Association of the Municipality of Zakynthos
9. **Aliazis Antonis**, Farmer, as representative of Agricultural Cooperatives Union of Zakynthos
10. **Theodorou Panagiota**, Projects and Volunteer Coordinator for Archelon (Environmental NGO).

**Deputy MEMBERS**
1. **Plessas Spyros**, as representative of the Ministry Environment, Energy and Climate change

2. **Giannakopoulos Alekos**, as a representative of the Administrative Region DEPIN

3. **Donos Minas**, as representative of the Ministry of Merchant Marine

4. **Vatos Anastasios**, Representative of the Ministry of Agriculture

5. **Kambitsis Theodoros**, as representative of the Ionian Islands region (Zakynthos department)

6. **Koklas Ioannis**, as representative of the Municipality of Zakynthos (zakynthos unit)

7. **Theodosis Nikitas**, as representative of the Municipality of Zakynthos (Laganas unit)

8. **Vithoulka Dionysia**, as representative of Hotel Association of the Municipality of Zakynthos - Rooms to rent Association

9. **Parasxis Nikolaos**, Zakynthos Fishermen Association, as representative of Agricultural Cooperatives Union of Zakynthos

10. **Minotou Hariklia**, research associate of WWF Hellas
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